OR
Analytics Control Technology

Many trade-offs are bothering
your decisions?
Which parameters matter most?
What should be optimized?
What fashion and financial
markets have in common in
the everyday world?

Decision Science for a better world!
Robust models, fast algorithms
and high-quality solutions.
Hard problems require “smart”
rather than “brute force”
approach.
Math-models running
confidently!
Skilled OR-focused PhD engineers
chase techniques that offer high
returns.
Don’t risk! Refer to a specialized team and on vertical math technologies.
www.act-OperationsResearch.com

Company’s overview
At ACT-OR we make it possible to rationally decide
by applying scientific method to business and financial
decisions. We use models (“analytics”) to forecast
outcomes and draw on decision support systems to
automatize optimal decision making.
Whether you should launch a new product, promote a
mature one, make an investment in a new warehouse,
production line, plant or you are just struggling with a
very constrained problem, a team of highly qualified,
quantitatively skilled engineers and R&D science
graduates will come up with the best solutions for
your business process.

Products’ core
features
Data-based companies like yours trying to
take advantage from analytics may experience something wrong and blaming the world.
You’d better off take your analytics with a
grain of salt: the models you use may sometimes be full of surprises, faulty or not
advanced enough.
At ACT-OR, whether they are high frequency, short to long term, our models and algorithms are built and tested on real-world
conditions, and designed to self-adjust based
on problem characteristics.
Even if you call them forecasts, estimators,
or predictors, our models make and may
blend them through linear, nonlinear, or
machine learning approaches. Our customers
use them to anticipate the direction, magnitude, and/or duration of future patterns (e.g.,
demand) with enough accuracy while taking
the right amount of conscious exposure to
volatility.

They pick the right input data from your business process,
spot data quirks that would otherwise cause anomalies,
process data with our black box - a combination of forecasting, optimization, simulation, and optimal control theory
models – and produce profit outputs for our customers.
Many math-technology companies will claim specialist
knowledge but very few strike the right balance between
cross-engineering background, math-modeling capabilities, industry insights, market experience, strong research partnerships and real international network we can
offer.
ACT Operations Research is a privately held
company with offices in Italy, the UK and USA.

When it comes to solve a model, our
algorithm libraries fasten the transfer of
theoretical results into industry applications. Whether your system seeks to find
solutions either for linear traditional problems
with few variables, slightly more complicated
problems with nonlinear constraints or for
large-scale, nonlinear global optimization problems, our algorithms find optimal solutions
at a warp speed while keeping the time and
space they consume at bay.
Which is why we balance several trade-offs
on different properties or relax the requirements (e.g., when local minimum are reached instead of a global optimum) when it is
worth doing that. And, where the problems
to solve are more complex and involve
a dynamic system, our algorithms are
capable to solve certain classes of optimal
control problems while having in mind the
cost of changing control.
Finally, when it comes to execution we
overcome the challenges (e.g., parallel computation) coming from big data and use smart
programming models and implementation
techniques to quickly process large data set.

Breadth of
functionalities

The value: business
benefits

ACT-OR’s products integrate functionalities that let
you deeply sense your business patterns through
your own-built scenario so to explore and test how
your actions fit with your decisions. It’s not all about
look-and-feel, drill-down, alerts, and warnings.
Besides looking at the granularity, or deciding the
measures of your I/O data, you may want to set your
parameters to see how to improve performance, set
service levels to enhance customers’ retention, you
can drag in, pull out your goals, constraints and your
own calculations too. Finally, you may want to waive
something at your advantage with embedded special
functionalities (e.g., fuzzy logic).

There is always room for improvements. Increase
productivity (e.g., space, fleet, workforce deployment),
reach sales’ targets, profit uplift, enhance customer
service and retention (e.g., customer-shelf wants, ontime delivery), business control and work environment
(e.g., less work pressure).

Practice
•
•
•
•

Forecasting
Optimization
Simulation
Process Control

IT integration and
scalability
Whilst spread-sheets and management software
(e.g. ERP, TMS, WMS) can help managing
information, without mathematical techniques
the best decisions cannot be formulated. That’s
why a number of vendors integrate math-based
construction components into their standard,
off-the-shelf, applications. A new “make-up”
trend is on the way and our customers are
complementing packaged solutions with our
analytics-based products, advanced optimization
and sophisticated engines.
Whether they are deployed as engines or as
on-premise/Web-service applications, ACT-OR
products easily integrate with more applications
and planning tools, data-warehouse platforms
and are scalable to large data sets (e.g. millions
SKUs) and events.

Usability
ACT-OR’s products users can easily navigate the
system as configurable user interface (UI) look and
feel, simple design and intuitive navigation let you
personalize the view, highlighting their capabilities.
Multiple dashboards can be customized based
on what metrics you need to track to fit the needs
of your organization. ACT-OR’s applications
interface to ERP, TMS and WMS.

Operational domain
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fleet
Crew / Workforce
Warehouse
Store
Branch
Service centre
Call centre
Port / Airport
Control room
Production line
Factory
Hospital
Plant

Vertical Markets
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Chemical
Consumer Goods
Mill & Mining
Oil & Gas
Pharmaceutical
Pulp & Paper
Utilities & Energy
Aerospace & Defence
Automotive
Engineering & Construction
High Tech
Education and Research Services
Financial Services
Healthcare
Telecommunication & Media
Government & Public Services
Retail & Wholesale
Transportation & Logistics

ACT Operations
Research
capabilities:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Simulation, Optimization, Forecasting and
Control
Algorithms and models
Engineering and decisions sciences
Advanced planning and scheduling
techniques
Management and optimization of fleets and
transportation
Optimization of warehouses
Optimization of production
Optimization of networks and supply chains
Optimal location (plant, warehouse, points
of sale, resources)
Forecasting of demand
Revenue and trade optimization

OR

Main products
RETAIL - DISTRIBUTION
Before! Predictive Analytics:
• Before! Forecasting | predictive models,
cherry-picked
• Before! Promo Forecasting | predict
promotional outcomes
Before! Market Analytics:
• Before! Known Value Items Analysis | spot
the Top-200 customer sensitive items
• Before! Competitive Analysis |
multi-dimensional sales analysis
• Before! Category Efficiency Analysis |
dynamic store benchmarking
TRANSPORTATION
• OPT Shipping | stores replenishment and
inventory procurement
• OPT Net | multi-level distribution network
design
• OPT Runner | a multi-stop, pick-up & delivery
truck route optimization and fleet scheduling
system
• OPT Loading | loading and palletizing
optimization
• OPT Vessel | math-based maritime planning
& scheduling technology.
• OPT Warehouse suite:
- OPT Picking | picking lists and optimized
schedules
- OPT Display | items positioning on shelves
- OPT Stock | loading and palletizing
optimization
- OPT Cluster | items grouping
- OPT Sizing | shelves and racking dimensioning
• NET Solver – RTD | optimal dispatching in
automated warehouse
SIMULATION (resale)
• Arena | the most used simulation software
package
• Simio | the newest simulation software package
• Scenario Navigator | Make easy complex
scenarios analysis
At ACT-OR we draw on reputable third-party
environments, computational and simulation
tools including Dymola, Matlab, Simulink and
Lab View.

Analytics Control Technology

www.act-OperationsResearch.com

